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Dear parents,
Now that Mr Johnson has made it clear we can all come back to school on March 8th, we would like to inform you of
a WOW day we have planned for the final week of term. On Tuesday 30th March, we would like to spend the day
‘back in 1945’ to finish off our work on WW2.
If at all possible, we would like the children to dress up in WW2 clothes like in the below pictures:

To generalise, the boys could wear a white shirt with long, black or dark grey shorts (similar to the school uniform)
with a ‘gas mask’ around their necks (a box tied to a piece of string). Girls could wear the same or a long summer
dress with a cardigan.
Alternatively, pupils could wear their brownies, cubs or scout uniform. Furthermore, if any of the pupils would like to
dress up as a soldier - including khaki - that is also absolutely fine.
Throughout the day, we are planning to do a whole host of different activities linked to WW2: listening to the
outbreak of war, examining photos (and being historians), cooking using rationed food, looking at artefacts, listening
and dancing to WW2 music and deciphering German Codes.
So far the children have shown real enthusiasm and interest in this topic, especially as they’ve had to learn the vast
majority of this from their bedrooms. We are hoping that as well as watching ‘Goodnight Mr Tom’ on DVD on the
Thursday (to compare it to the book we have been reading), we can really finish off this topic with a BANG!
Thank you for your continued support throughout our home-school learning provision, and we can’t wait to see all
the children back in school on Monday 8th March.
The Year 6 Team

